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To all whon, it may concer'72:
so as to fill the space surrounding
Beit known that i, WILLIAM. F. CUNNING directions,
head as full as may be of water.
HAM, of Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and theThe
of the pointed portion of the
State of New York, have invented a new and nozzle exterior
with a series of winding
useful Improvement in Ram Jet-Nozzles, of ribs D inB istheprovided
s which
nature of crew-threads, so that
the following is a specification.
the head has been forced into the floor
My invention relates to an improvement in after
or partition, in the event it should not pass

ramjet-nozzles for use in connection with fire
extinguishing
or where it is desirable to
Ic force the nozzlehose
through a floor or partition
to discharge the water into an apartment
be
yond.
.

through Linder the impulse given it in the di
rection of its axis, it may be turned and ad
Yaheed in the nature of a screw by the effect
of the ribs D upon the wall of the opening.
A practical embodiment of my invention is For the purpose of preventing the wateris
represented in the accompanying drawings, suing from the head 3 from interfering with 65

in which-

-

Figure lis a view of the nozzle as it appears
when ready for use, the stem being partially
broken away to show the means of securing
the removable handles to the stem or shank.
2d Fig. 2 is an enlarged vertical longitudinal sec
tion through the head, the shielict, and a poi'tion of the stem or shank of the nozzle. Fig.
3 is a transverse section through the head of
the nozzle along the line acac of Fig. 2. Fig.
4 is an enlarged top pian view of the shield,
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the operator while he is locating the nozzle
and forcing it through the partition or floor,
I provide a flating or bell-shaped shield, con
sisting of two half-sections E. E", the upper
portions e e' of which are adapted to embrace
the thickened portion a of the shank or stem
of the nozzle with an easy sliding fit. To
hold the shield temporarily in position with
its flaring portion around the upper portion

o

of the head B, provide it with a spring-catch
e', which is adapted to enter a socket (in the 75
exterior
of the thickened portion (1 of the stem
and fig. 5 is a view of one of the half-sections or
sitank. The half-sections E E are hinged
of the shield in elevatio}.
togethe’, as at e, and may be held in their
The sten or the shank of the in Ozzie is de lateral
adjustinent around the stem or shank
noted by A and consists of a tube of irass or by metails
of a latch F made of steel or other
other suitable material and is provided at its
resilient materiai and fastened at
discharge end with a thickened wall a termi i suitabie
one end to one of the sections, as at E, ihe
nating in an exteriorly-screw-threaded nipple other
being free to le elevated over a pia
a for the attachment thereto of the head of or studendf extending
from the face of the sec s
the nozzle.
tion E.
The head of the nozzle is denoted by i3 and The Stein: or shank A is provided with one
from its upper portion to, where it is fitted to

or more pairs of removable handles G. G', the
screw onto the nipple at of the shank, it grad said
handles being in the present instance
ually increases in size to a point, b', ih the provided
with screw-threaded sockets g g 90
preseat instance somewhat less than half its adapted
onto threaded nippies it h
40 length, and from the point b' it tapers down extendingtoinscrew
diametrically
directions.
to a sharp point t”. The head 13 has a thick from a collar II fixed to theopposite
stem or shank.
wall and is preferably Inade of steel for the In operation, suppose it be desired to dis
purpose of forcing its way through a floor or charge
water into a room below, which is so 95
partition without liability of breakage. The filled with
and fame as to render it un
wall-pf the head B is provided with manifold desirable tosinoke
open
'door or window of the
perforations, a centrai group C being made room. The firemanthetaking
this ramjet-nozzle
somewhat larger than the others and directed
radiatiy to the longitudinal axis of the head,
while others, e, c', c, c and c', are give va
rious inclinations at angles to the longitudi
inal axis of the head for the purpose of dis
charging jets of water in numerous different

into the room above, raises it and plunges it
down through the floor. Before so forcing it
through the floor or partition the catch e is
withdrawal to permit the shield to slide up
wardly along the shank or steia A as the head
of the nozzle is extended down into the room
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below, thereby keeping the smoke and flame stem or shank as the head is forced throtight:

it from issuing up through the larger hole made the or jor partition, substantially as set 25.
; by the head. If desired to insert the nozzle:

forth. . . ;

:
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deeperthan the set of handles G-G, they may is 3. The ramjet liezzie, comprising a pointed
be inscrewed and the shield may be momen head of larger diameter provided with jets
tarily reins sect and again a justed above the openings through its wall, a stem or shaak of is
coia.

3.

esser diameter connected with the lead, a coil 30

3: It is evident that slight changes might be in secured to the stem or shank and operating. . . . . .

resorted to in the form and arrangement of haftales removably connected with the stein, it is
the several parts without departing from the substantially as set forth.
spirit and scope of any invention. Irence. It k. The combination with the pointed head :
do not wish to initi, myself strictly to the provided with jet openings through its wall 35
structure herein set fortia; but is . . . . . . . . . and the stem or shank conneeted with the ai.
: What claii is . . . . . . ;
:
head of the two part shield fitted to surround
5. 1. The ramjet, nozzle, cona prising a pointed a portion of the head and aneans for 'enos- head provided with jet holes through its walls ally locking the two seetions of the shield to it is
2 and with winding ribsor threads on its exte-gether around the stern of the shank, stib-i joi.

. ..

...io ind a stein or sh k, connected with the stantially asset forth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
heads abstantially set fortii. 5, . . . . . . . . .
WILLIAM. F. CINNINGILAM.
2. The ring tozzle, comprising the points

ed head having jet openings therethrough
is
a stem or shank connected with the lead and
is a shield arrange?t to slide upwardly aiong the
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